LIVE IN YOURS
QUALITY PERSONAL TRAINING
WHENEVER WHEREVER

We are THE PRIME BROTHERS, Sam & Joe
Tomlinson
We share an extreme passion for sport, fitness, and living a healthy and full lifestyle.
PRIME exists to help all our clients, wherever they are on their fitness and lifestyle journey,
to recognise and unlock their full health and fitness potential and live in their PRIME
everyday.
We are a fitness training facility that understands everyones goals are different and believe
there are no goals too big or too small if you have the right determination and mindset.
PRIME is an attitude.
You can be in YOUR PRIME at whatever time of life and wherever you are.
Our team of qualified personal trainers specialise in Fat Loss, Toning, Lean Muscle Gain
Functional Training, Strength & Conditioning and Dietary Nutrition and whether you are in
our gym or training with us virtually at home we never give less than 100%.

TRAINERS

JOE / OWNER
“As a professional athlete in the
GB Freestyle Ski Team I’ve learnt
that to achieve your PRIME in
anything you have to work hard. I
bring this work ethic with me
every day to show my clients the
dedication, enthusiasm and
motivation they need to reach
their goals.”

SAM / OWNER
“My competitive background in
skiing and gymnastics has given
me the experience and in-depth
knowledge needed to help my
clients with Strength &
Conditioning as well as High
Intensity and Functional Training.
Although challenging, I make the
workouts as fun and interesting as
possible so clients enjoy each
workout on the way to their fitness
goals.”

SARAH / PT
"I believe being strong wins over
skinny every time. I challenge my
clients in their workouts to
help change their body and
reach new fitness levels and
will push you to go above and
beyond in each and every session
to get to the next level. With the
added bonus of being a fully
qualified sports massage
therapist I can help restore you to
your PRIME."

ANNIE / PT
"I'm a full time foodie and part
time fitness freak with a huge
passion for weight training. I help
my clients to build strength and
definition and find a balance
between hard work and reward. I
pride myself on delivering results
that will have you adapting a
healthier lifestyle in the long run.
No fads, just hard work and
determination.

IT'S A PT
(PERSONAL THING)
ONLINE AND OFFLINE MEMBERSHIPS
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

MEMBERSHIPS 2020
available from 25.07.20

VIRTUAL PASS
£40 for 4 weeks

Unlimited access to all Facebook private group & live workouts
New classes added every day
Standard diet and nutrition plan
Access to Virtual Members Web Page including exercise library, additional
nutrition information and personal progress tracker

Fully flexible. Watch live or catch up.
Save your favourite workouts and repeat anytime
Low monthly cost
Work out from home with limited equipment or the
recommended at home adaptions

GYM PASS

£70 for 4 weeks
Everything included in virtual pass
Access to physical indoor gym classes (pre booking required)
Calorie and nutrition plan with new recipes every month
Weekly check-ins & 1-2-1 chats to monitor progress
Access to Gym Members Web Page including exercise library, additional
nutrition information and personal progress tracker

Want to mix gym and home workouts
Want more 1-2-1 focus from your trainer
Want access to more equipment and weights
Would benefit from new monthly recipes and nutrition
information to keep their diet on track

SMALL GROUP PT
£130 for 4 weeks
Everything in included in virtual pass
8 x 45min small group virtual PT's (2 per week)
Bespoke calorie and nutrition plan
Unique training plan to suit personal level & goals
Weekly check-ins & video chats to monitor progress
1 week playback access to all Zoom classes
Access to PT Members Web Page including exercise library,
additional nutrition information and personal progress tracker

Want longer workouts
Want more 1-2-1 focus from your trainer
Have specific goals to work towards
Want to workout from home but would benefit from
having a LIVE trainer who can give immediate
motivation, correction and feedback
Can work with recommended equipment or adapted kit
list from home
Want to be able to access full directory of PRIME
workouts remotely

PERSONAL TRAINING
1-2-1 & PARTNER

PERSONAL TRAINING (1-2-1)
£300 for 10 x 45min sessions

Bespoke service for those wanting to train on a 1-2-1 basis
Training and Nutrition plains tailored to your specific
goals
Available virtually and in person
Access your own private progress tracker on your PT
members page, including exclusive nutrition and exercise
content
Check in as little or as often as you want so we can keep
you on track
No workout the same
Break through plateaus and learn new techniques to
keep you motivated
Our most challenging workouts for your personal level
Reach your goals in the quickest time possible
Learn correct form and avoid injury
Establish lifelong exercise and nutrition habits to support
a lifestyle change to live in your PRIME forever.

PERSONAL TRAINING (2 PEOPLE)

£350 for 10 x 45min sessions

Train together with a friend and share the cost.
Includes everything you get in a 1-2-1 service

PRICES APPLICABLE FOR PT WITH JOE OR SAM
For quotes for Sarah or Annie please contact us directly

Struggle with motivation
Don't know where to start or how to get to the
next level
Want to feel challenged and accountable for own
goals
Want more 1-2-1 focus from your trainer
Have specific goals to work towards
Would benefit from having a LIVE trainer who can
give immediate motivation, correction and
feedback
Want the choice to have in person and virtual
classes
Can work with recommended equipment or
adapted kit list from home
Want to be able to access full directory of PRIME
workouts remotely
Would benefit from varied nutrition plan and
reguar updated recipes.

NEVER MISS A CLASS
WATCH LIVE. BOOK PHYSICAL CLASSES
OR WATCH BACK ANY TIME,
WE FIT IN WITH YOUR SCHEDULE

the classes

KIT LIST
ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED AT HOME

HOME WORKOUT

MAT

ESSENTIAL KIT LIST
( 1 from each category)

Yoga / Exercise Mat

BAND

Flat non slip surface / rug / carpet

Exercise Loops

Fabric / Non Slip Resistance Band

Water Bottles & Tins

Dumbells

Kettlebell

Sofa or Chair

Stool or Bench

Aerobic Step

LEDGE

WEIGHT

Tights

MORE THAN EXERCISE
THE TOOLS TO TRANSFORM YOUR
LIFESTYLE FOR LONGTERM RESULTS

NUTRITION

Our bespoke nutrition plans have a 'no bull' approach to dieting. No fads, crash dieting or
unhealthy eating. It's time to eat well for your body while losing body fat and getting in
the best and fittest shape of your life.

SUPPORT

The TEAM PRIME community is a big part of what we are about. We support each other,
celebrate the successes of all and share advice and motivation to keep each other on track
in a private Facebook group for all members. After all we're all committed to being in our
PRIME and living our best life!

REVIEWS

FAQ'S
WHAT MOST PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW

FAQ

I'M A COMPLETE BEGINNNER CAN I STILL JOIN IN?
100% Yes! All of our classes and sessions can be adapted to suit your own personal level and ability. Our exercises work with added weights or using your own
body weight to get the results you want.

I FEEL SELF CONSCIOUS ABOUT BEING BACK IN THE GYM
Over 75% of our group classes are all streamed live so you can easily join it at home or watch back and complete at a time that suits you.

I WANT TO WORK OUT AT HOME BUT DON'T HAVE ANY GYM EQUIPMENT
Not a problem! Check out our at home kit list in this pack for all the adapations you can use from things you already have at home or can purchase easily and
still get results.

I REALLY STRUGGLE STAYING MOTIVATED
We would highly recommend that you start with a more focussed approach, either choosing a small group PT package or start with 1-2-1 PT sessions so you can
start to see results and we can give you all the support and attention you need to keep on track.

IS IT SAFE TO BE BACK IN THE GYM?
We are strictly adhering to all Government and Industry guidelines to ensure that everyone who enters the gym is in a safe controlled environment. Areas of the
gym are currently segreagated so you can have your own personal space and equipment during workouts, including sanitisers and cleaning products. We
operate a booking only system and don't allow walk ins, Class sizes are limited so we will never be overcrowed.

DOES THE NUTRITION PLAN CATER FOR ANY DIETARY REQUIREMENTS?
All our recipes are nutritionally balanced and we offer gluten free, dairy free, nut free, vegetarian and vegan options, alongside lean meats and fish. For any
clients on our GYM, SMALL GROUP or PT memeberships we can offer more tailored plans to suit your specific goals.

FAQ

AM I STUCK IN A LONGTERM COMMITMENT?
No not at all! All our group memberships plans are offered on a 28 day basis. Once the 28 days are complete then it's up to you to book another membership
we will never just automatically take another payment. Our Personal Training plans are sold in slots of 10 at a time which can be used across a 3 month period.

HOW DO I BOOK?
We use booking app GLOFOX, which is available for download for all IOS and Analogue devices. Once you have downloaded the app simply search PRIME
PERSONAL TRAINING and sign up. You can then purchase memberships, book and cancel classes, receive updates and notifications and buy the latest PRIME
merchandise.

WHERE DO I WATCH THE VIRTUAL CLASSES?
We stream our classes live to our private Facebook group, where they are saved so you can go back and catch up on anyone of them any time. Out of the 25
group classes we have 17 of them are recorded for the group, including early mornings, lunch time HIITs and Sunday Yoga .

I DON'T HAVE FACEBOOK WHAT DO I DO?
You can still train with us via our GYM PASS, SMALL GROUP PT or PERSONAL TRAINING programmes but at this moment you won't have additonal access to all
the great community content and workouts that are in the Facebook group, but we're always looking at more wasy to stay connected with our members.

CAN I TRY BEFORE I BUY?
Normally we we would welcome people into the gym to join in with a class for free before choosing their membership. At the moment this isn't possible but
we are happy to share some virtual workouts for you to try at home and have a video chat and give you a virtual tour of the gym. Just give us a call or send a
message. we are always happy to answer any questions.

NOT FOUND YOUR ANSWER HERE?
Give is a call. We are happy to answer any questions and best advise you on what we think can help. Telephone 07593 962974 or email info@teamprime-pt.com
or contact us through our social media @pt.prime

Unit 8, 1st Floor, Corn Exchange, Roberts St, Rawtenstall, Rossendale BB4 8EU
(+44) 07593 962974

@pt.prime

info@teamprime-pt.com

@primept

www.teamprime-pt.com

The PRIME Brothers

